This research proposes an ontology based image retrieval framework from a corpus of natural scene images by imparting human cognition in the retrieval process. The proposed architecture addresses the issues of keyword based image retrieval and content-based image retrieval through the use of qualitative spatial representations over semantic image annotations. Domain ontology has been developed to model qualitative semantic image descriptions and retrieval, thereafter can be accomplished either using a natural language description of an image containing semantic concepts and spatial relations, or in a query by example fashion. A psychophysical evaluation has also been carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach and results of different experiments are quite promising in terms of retrieval accuracy and relevance of retrieved images.
Introduction
Information searching is the field of study related to data retrieval and navigation of digital collections of different databases with on-going rigorous efforts since the 1970s [1, 2] . Due to this availability of digital content in abundance especially image data; this research dimension appeals the researchers in the areas of databases, digital repositories, image processing and other related domains. Finding an accurate image efficiently has never been easy, especially when deposits observe a mammoth and rapid growth in size. The performance of information system to work on the repositories of digital images for retrieval of the requisite information; given the query, is expected to be similar or as close as possible to human cognition and consultation. This closeness to the human level instincts is made possible through semantic based image retrieval which associates meanings to different concepts with the help of domain ontology Natural scene images have a greater share among repositories of data no matter which domain the repository belongs to. Our research focuses on retrieving the images from such repositories using image semantics. Semantic based image retrieval systems focus on similarity of local concepts or object(s) of interests (OOI) [3] such as water, trunk, sand etc. However, very few image retrieval techniques incorporate relation among OOI. The work presented in this paper focuses on exploiting the local semantic content and qualitative spatial relations amongst them (further details in next paragraphs).
In order to retrieve an image, humans may provide a query description for retrieving natural scene such as "retrieve images which have more water than grass", "retrieve images with less sand than foliage". It implies that the use of semantic information combined with a qualitative illustration language can provide a way to model the human context and natural instinct and further can bridge the gap in understanding image semantics, classifying the image based on semantics and their retrieval capabilities. These automated interpretation techniques allow an image retrieval system to draw conclusions from knowledge represented in a form that can be interpreted by the machines as well.
Keeping above in view, a system named SIRNS (Semantic Image Retrieval of Natural Scenes)has been proposed and implemented. The proposed system greatly depends upon domain ontology developed for theoretical model calculation. This model will provide the qualitative descriptions of the images; represent concepts in semantic hierarchy and spatial relationships among different semantic concepts of an image.
A query provided by the user to SIRNS is transformed into RDF triples. The system uses high level features of images transformed as Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples. Respective results in response to the query are retrieved from the repository through the use of domain ontology.
The data set containing six different categories of images has been used where humans can perceive their category (reference to appearance of image) e.g. field images, landscape images, water images etc. Each of the images is first preprocessed by adopting the technique proposed by Vogel et al [4] as below: Division of each cell into 100 equal sized cells Labelling each cell with a "concept".
An example image is illustrated in Figure 3 below. SIRNS evaluation has been carried out in three different perspectives involving naming through global label of image, description by user seeing high level concepts, based on qualitative relations and query by example (detail given in evaluation). In order to incorporate the spatial ordering relations between semantic concepts on the vertical scale, Allen's relations [5] have been used, as represented in Figure2. Section 2 and section 3 is furnished with literature survey and proposed architecture of system respectively. Section 4 contains the implementation details. The results and the evaluation of the proposed system prototype are elaborated in section 5. Section 6 concludes the work and gives intended future direction.
Figure1: Allen's Calculus based relations [5] 2.
Literature Survey
Some prevalent techniques pertinent to image retrieval have been discussed while traversing through the literature.
Image retrieval systems are of two different types [1] . The first approach offers search capabilities of local or global image features such as color or texture. The other approach is the idea of adding keywords to images as an annotation. Humans work well in scoring images, because they normally have a great knowledge of the area of the image belongs to. But besides the fact that this is a very tedious task to index a lot of pictures, humans tend to make a subjective image so annotation effort applies to other [6] . Systems that are the subject of the second approach offer support for the manual annotation or try to automate this process. The objective is to minimize the subjectivity of manual annotation, guiding the annotation process or to support sustainable human.
The perceptual segmentation approach in Depalov et al [7] , as discussed in the section 2.1 above, has not been applied in their work for image categorization and retrieval; but the relative effectiveness of their approach in regards to image segmentation and labelling can be used to perform keyword based image retrieval.
More recent reviews of CBIR techniques by Deb et al. [8] and Veltkamp et al. [9] discuss state of the art segmentation, indexing and retrieval for a number of CBIR systems. The gap between low level image features and high level semantic expressions are bottlenecks to the access of multimedia data from databases. These surveys reveal one important aspect that almost all existing approaches rely on using low level image feature, categorization and retrieval. Image understanding is a key to all content-based image categorization and retrieval systems.
The VISENGINE system of Sun at al [13] relies on segmenting image regions by clustering visual features like colour, texture, shape etc and differentiating them into foreground and background regions. A semantic visual template for each of the background and foreground regions is used to retrieve images. In order to improve the similarity level at the next iteration using the feature weights of 'most relevant' images retrieved in each iteration, User feedback on retrieved images is accumulated. So approach is largely user-centered hence results may vary depending on human perception and context. Moreover, only large regions are identified during segmentation which inhibits a true semantic similarity in the retrieved images, as relatively small image areas do not contribute towards the retrieval process.
Wang et. al [10] proposes a new technique for the extraction of objects and spatial relationships of the semantic representation of objects in images there. All objects are identified on the basis of low-level technical characteristics of the proposed extraction line detecting integrated. The objects are represented by a region threshold (MBR) with a reference coordinate. The reference coordinate is used to calculate the spatial relationship between objects. There are 8 concepts of spatial relationships are determined, "Front", "Volver", "Right", "Left", "Front Right", "front-left" "right of return", "left" concept. The user query in the text automatically becomes the semantic meaning and representation. Furthermore, the similarity of semantic relations image space objects was proposed.
All approaches discussed do not consider qualitative relationship among the high level concepts of images except the one proposed by Wang [10] where image retrieval is based on spatial relationships. The research framework proposed consists of two main components, including the extraction of low-level features, objects and the identification of the semantic object extraction and representation.
Architecture of Proposed Framework
SIRNS (Semantic Image Retrieval of Natural Scenes), an ontology based image retrieval approach using qualitative semantic image descriptions" has been proposed to improve the precision and relevance of image search results. Matching of RDF triples has been employed instead of keywords in order to concentrate on the context of the search terms. The proposed framework has following components: Image Repository Manager, Image Retrieval Manager, Domain Ontology and Image Repository. This can better be viewed from the image divided into cells and tagged with concepts as given in Figure 3 below.
Figure 3: An example image in grid representation and annotated produced by Grid Annotator
Grid annotator represents each of the processed images in the form of regions as well i.e. Top region, Middle region and Bottom region. This representation would aid to comprehend the queries where retrieval of image depends upon set of concepts in certain region(s). For example "Find an image with foliage after sky" is interpreted by our system as Find "image where sky appears in Top region and foliage appears in middle or bottom regions". Each of these regions in turn are a collection of rows i.e. Top region has three rows, Middle region has four rows and Bottom region has three rows. Each row in a region comprises of ten cells, where each cell is annotated with one concept. Image Retrieval Manager receives the user receives a user query in natural language, performs the queryreformulation bytransforming the user query into a system query (i.e. RDF triples).Three different variations of queries have been provided,described in next section. These queries are passed to the ontology interface, for performing the semantic matching on the query search terms to retrieve images.The query result will be the images reference coming from the domain ontology. Domain ontology is a description of concepts in a field domain, relationships between concepts, and cases or people who are real things to fill that structure for real world applications of ontology. Here domain ontology consists of five classes namely (a) Image (b) Category (c) Cell (d) Concept and (e) Row. by retrieval systems. The image content may be stored locally, or accessed remotely via computer networks.
Implementation Strategy
In this section, the implementation details of proposed system are discussed. JAVA and Protégé have been used for implementation of system front-end and back-end respectively. One of the key phases in our implementation is building the domain ontology by identifying domain classes, individuals in those classes and relationship between objects of the classes via properties. Each of the class in domain ontology is given below:
Classes in Domain Ontology
The Domain Ontology defined in terms of RDF triples in our framework consists of following classes:
Image Class This class contains the "names of the images" as individual i.e. global label of image aiding in queries search based on "global labels".
Category Class
Incorporates "name of image category" as individuals. The categories have already been described in section 3.
Cell Class
This class refers to a single operational unit on which all retrieval decisions are dependent i.e. "Cell". The individuals in this class are equal to "number of images x 100", where 100 refer to number of cells in which each image is divided.
Object Properties in Classes
Relationship among classes for supporting qualitative semantic issues is handled via object properties, these properties are shortly described below: hasRows property The each image instance has been divided into ten rows; the row has been divided according to the region by using hasRows property.
hasRegion property
Each image is divided into instance of 3 different regions as Top, Middle, and Bottom. The hasRegion property associates each image instance to these instances of property.
rowOf property
The images are divided into rows, each rows belongs to a particular region. The rowOf property associates each row to a region instance.
User gives a query in native language at a simplified user interface as given in Figure 5 . User interface offers 6 categories; relationships of concepts and concepts for the where clause of query. The simplified queries are transformed into SPARQL queries to perform the searching of RDF triples from available metadata in the ontology. The corresponding RDF triple of user query to search the images as done by SIRNS supporting following three kinds of queries as elaborated and exemplified below:
Semantic Retrieval based on Global Labels of Images
Suppose user gives a query in native language to search "All the images which belong to the category of Landscape"
. ?catrdfs:label "Landscape"^^xsd:string. Figure 5 Landscape Images returned via search on global labels of images
Semantic Retrieval based on Image concepts
User gives a query in native language to "Find all images having sand and sky". This will fetch the images having concepts of sand and sky, with sky in top region and sand in bottom region .
{?conrdfs:label "Sand"^^xsd:string} UNION {?conrdfs:label "Sky"^^xsd:string} Figure 6 Images having concepts of Sand and Sky
Semantic Retrieval based on Qualitative Relations
Another variation of queries may be incorporation of relations among concepts in where clause of SPARQl query. SIRNS supports whole set of Allen's relations as given in Fig 1. Following query will fetch images with more water than foliage. rdfs:label "Foliage"^^xsd:string. { select (count(?cell) as ?tcells) where { ?imgns:hasPart ?cell. ?cellns:hasConcept?con.?conrdfs:label "Water"^^xsd:string. } Figure 7 Images having more foliage than water
Results and Evaluation
The efficacy of proposed architecture has been measured by comparing the images retrieved semantically in view of queries and descriptions provided by users. One of the most renowned ways to evaluate such systems is the "Psychophysical Evaluation" [12] , wherehumans choose certain images belonging to certain categories and these images appear "visually similar". Given a set of images, participants are requested to give description of images such as names of images (e.g. image of forest, images of sky etc.), state visible features distinguishing an image from other images in repository (e.g. images with sky and water, images with foliage and snow etc.), or query visible traits of image with relations (e.g. images with more foliage than water, images with less mountains than sand etc.). Subsequently, same queries are posed to system developed which returns results up to accuracy of 90%.
Data source for manoeuvring of proposed approach has been taken from [4] , Out of the collection of manually classified 300 natural scene images, each group of participants was given same set of 300 images. Hence, every user was given a set of 30 images and each set of 30 images had five images belonging to each category (we devised total six image categories). Each of these images was represented using 11 concepts.
The experiments were carried out in 3 different ways where each participant was asked Name the image and assign it a category by visualizing the visual contents of the image. (query by global labels) Give a short description of the image by considering the high level concepts of the image (query by high level concepts of the images) Describe an image keeping in view proportion of every concept reference to another concept in the same image (qualitative semantic concepts of the image).
A total of 30 Participants from different demographics were requested to participate in the evaluation of our system through their input.
Following results were obtained by performing experiment mentioned above: It is evident from results above; proposed approach presents an accuracy of almost 90% in few cases and 100% in most of the cases. Human bias or personal interpretation of concepts has introduced some decrease in accuracy of image retrieval. For example, images of fields and forests have been interpreted the same, it is the case with landscape images and landscape images with mountains. The concepts of grass & foliage, rocks & mountains may be commingled in the same way.
Conclusion and Future Direction
An image retrieval approach based on semantic and qualitative semantic relations is presented signified with descriptive characteristics of an image. Moreover, similarity measures and calculations based on qualitative spaces (i.e. concepts and categories) associated with each image are described and manoeuvred differently for better qualitative semantic image retrieval. The effectiveness of proposed approach, as stated by results, would prove to be another step to shorten the gap between interpretation of machines and humans in retrieving images. We look forward to augment the framework for other heterogeneities i.e. incomplete and incompatible RDF triples. In current framework, we do not consider partially (i.e. incomplete) matched RDF triples that may contain important information. Moreover, the framework will be tested over other types of images data like cityscapes etc to evaluate the robustness of this approach.
